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                Cyber Resilience for the Hybrid World

                The best security, fastest recovery and the most intelligence at the lowest TCO

                
                    Contact Us
                    Start Your Trial
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          Decrement your MACC through Azure Marketplace – Ask a Sales Specialist how.
        

      

    

  



  
  

	
		
			
				
					Next Generation Cyber Resilience from Commvault Cloud, Powered by Metallic AI
				

				Anticipate threats. Respond with confidence. Stay resilient.

			

		

		
			
				“At a time when businesses face unprecedented challenges to secure their data from ransomware, reduce costs, and optimize their data environments, Commvault’s collaboration with Microsoft is delivering strong results for our joint customers.”

				—Katy Brown, Microsoft Corporate Vice President of Enterprise Sales, Software and Digital Platforms
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				Defend your data and its recoverability – wherever it lives
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							Secure every workload

							A purpose built, scalable platform unifies data protection and recovery – no matter where data lives
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							Defend against ransomware

							Layered, AI-driven security minimizes the impact of cyberattacks, while accelerating recovery.
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							Ensure predictable, rapid recovery

							Powerful AI-driven intelligence and automation to recover data faster and at lower cost.
Leverage Commvault Air Gap Protect and Cleanroom Recovery to fortify every data resilience strategy.

						

					

				

			

		

	


  
  

  
    
      
      

      
        Unlock a future-proof cyber resilience strategy with Commvault on Azure

        Discover the business and economic value uncovered by the ESG Study:

        “It’s clear that the results achieved with Commvault’s software on Azure show strong consistency across industries, customer profiles and organization size.”

        —Nathan McAfee, Senior Economic Analyst,
Enterprise Strategy Group (ESG)

        Read the ESG Study >
      

    

  



  
  

  
    
      
        Don't just take our word for it, hear directly from our customers:
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                “We moved to Commvault Cloud because it is the industry leader and has no limitations of what, and where, it can backup.”

                31% cost savings after reducing backup solutions and moving on-prem workloads to Azure*

                *Analyzing the Economic Benefits of Cyber Resilience with Commvault Cloud, ESG Report, 2023
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                “Commvault Cloud was the only solution we found that gives us the flexibility and assurance that satisfied our auditors.”

                38% reduction in data footprint with automated processes to eliminate data silos*

                *Analyzing the Economic Benefits of Cyber Resilience with Commvault Cloud, ESG Report, 2023
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                “Our cyber insurance is dramatically lower than it used to be because of Commvault Cloud.”

                10% reduction in human-caused errors with Commvault on Azure*

                *Analyzing the Economic Benefits of Cyber Resilience with Commvault Cloud, ESG Report, 2023
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                “Commvault Cloud runs in the cloud, but Commvault has not forgotten the importance of protecting on-prem workloads.”

                82% reduction in staff hours spent on data backup and recovery*

                *Analyzing the Economic Benefits of Cyber Resilience with Commvault Cloud, ESG Report, 2023
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        Stop ransomware in its tracks.

        Commvault Cloud, Powered by Metallic AI is purpose-built to secure, defend, and recover data wherever it lives with true cloud intelligence.

        Optimized for Azure to scale to any demand, Commvault Cloud provides layered defense – minimizing the impact of cyberattacks with early warning and cyber deception, while accelerating recovery with intelligent quarantining, clean recovery validation, and unparalleled recovery speeds.

        Microsoft and Commvault partner to co-engineer data resilient solutions that meet organizations’ toughest data challenges. Together we help customers achieve more with their data.

      

    

  


  
  

  
    
      
        No workload left behind
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          True cyber resilience for Office, Teams Sharepoint and more. Integration with Microsoft 365 Backup

          Learn more >
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          Safeguard all your CRM data including production and sandbox environments with granular recovery and compliance options

          Learn more >
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          Comprehensive coverage across all Azure PaaS workloads

          Learn more >
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          Reduce cost and complexity of securing VMWare with seamless conversion to Azure VMs

          Learn more >
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          Safeguard mission-critical workloads with refined control and rapid thruput

          Learn more >
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          Hassle-free, automated backup and restores in minutes

          Learn more >
        

      

    

  


  
  

  
    
      
        Leverage our proven industry experience

      

    

    
      
        	
            Select an industry...
            	
                Education
              
	
                Energy
              
	
                Financial Services
              
	
                Government
              
	
                Healthcare
              
	
                Manufacturing
              
	
                Retail and Consumer Goods
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                  Education 

                  Learn how Commvault on Azure helps education and research institutes enhance teaching and learning experiences while safeguarding vital data.

                  View Solution Brief >
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                  Energy

                  Learn how Commvault on Azure helps energy organizations to modernize their production, capitalize on emerging technologies, and meet changing market conditions.

                  View Solution Brief >
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                  Financial Services

                  Learn how Commvault on Azure helps financial services organizations to modernize core systems, use new technologies to manage risks, and streamline routine processes.

                  View CIO Whitepaper >
                  View Solution Brief >
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                  Government

                  Learn how Commvault on Azure helps government agencies to create a future of economic, social, and environmental prosperity.

                  View Solution Brief >
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                  Healthcare

                  Learn how Commvault on Azure helps healthcare organizations to improve compliance with healthcare regulations and achieve their digital transformation goals.

                  View CIO Whitepaper >
                  View Solution Brief >
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                  Manufacturing

                  Learn how Commvault on Azure helps manufacturers modernize systems, embrace advanced technology, and put cloud at the core of their digital transformation.

                  View CIO Whitepaper >
                  View Solution Brief >
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                  Retail

                  Learn how Commvault on Azure helps retail and consumer goods companies to modernize systems, integrate supply chains, and embrace advanced technologies.

                  View CIO Whitepaper >
                  View Solution Brief >
                

              

            

          

        

      

    

  


  
  

  
    
      
      

      
        Putting public safety first while boosting agility

        Learn how the Nevada Department of Transportation accelerated its move to Azure using Commvault Cloud for highly secure backups, scalable storage, and fast, reliable recovery. In 3-years, the department has cut backup times in half, achieved full compliance, and reduced infrastructure costs by 25 percent.

        Read the case study >
      

    

  


  
  

  
    
      
        Get started with Commvault on Azure

        Connect with a sales specialist to ensure cyber resilience for your organization.

        Contact Sales
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